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HOW TO REPLACE THE NYLON BUMPER
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Alvanon has sent you 6 pieces of nylon bumper pads. If you would like to protect the form against the wear and tear issue, please install the nylon bumper 
pads at the armholes. First of all, you should check the code on the pads to find out its corresponding position:

Torso - R Torso - Right

Torso - L Torso - Left

Arm - R Arm - Right

Arm - L Arm - Left

Cap - R Shoulder Cap - Right

Cap - L Shoulder Cap - Left

Step 1

Unscrew the screws from the detachable arm plate.
Keep the screws that are removed

Step 2

Remove the arm plate.

Step 3

Remove the protective cover on the pads to 
show the adhesive side.

Step 4

Stick the pads onto the form’s armholes in place.

Step 5

Install the arm plate back to the form.

Step 6

Make sure the 4 screws have been tightened.
Repeat the procedures on torso, arms and 
shoulder caps.

CAUTION
•  Due to the concave shape of arms and caps, the adhesive plastic may be separated  
 from the fabric in some areas.
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Step 1

Stretch the top body stocking over 
the form.

Step 1

Stretch the body stocking 
on the AlvaForm Arm.

Step 2

Make sure the top body stocking is 
fully stretched on.

Step 3

Loosen the four screws of the metal arm plates. Make a 3~4mm gap between 
the metal arm plate and the AlvaForm. Don’t completely remove the screws 
from the metal arm plate.

3~4 mm clearance

Step 4

Use a thin ruler to completely push 
the replacement body stocking into 
the gap behind the armhole.

Step 5

Tighten the screws of the metal arm 
plate to lock the replacement  body 
stocking in place.  

INSTALLATION PROCESS FOR ARMS

Congratulations! 
You have successfully 

installed the replacement  
body stocking.

Step 2

Loosen the four screws of the metal 
arm plates. Make a 3~4mm gap 
between the metal arm plate and 
the AlvaForm. Don’t completely 
remove the screws from the metal 
arm plate.

Step 3

Use a thin ruler to completely push 
the replacement body stocking into 
the gap behind the armhole. 

Step 4

Tighten the screws of the metal 
arm plate to lock the replacement  
body stocking in place.  

HOW TO INSTALL THE REPLACEMENT BODY STOCKINGS
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HOW TO FIX THE LOOSE HANGER POLE

If your screws are loose on the hanger pole, simply tighten the screws periodically to make sure it is 
kept in place. However, if yours piece needs to be replaced, then follow the steps below:

Step 1

Unscrew the top screw with the large hexagonal 
key.

Step 2

After removing the screw, keep it to be 
reinstalled later

Step 3

Remove the top screws with the medium 
hexagonal key.

Step 4

Remove the entire top hanger knob piece.

Step 5

Unscrew the small screws and take off the 
entire hanger pole piece and slide in the 
replacement piece. You can see the difference 
with replacement giving extra support, shown in 
the orange arrow.

Step 6

Screw the knob back on and now your hanger 
pole will have all the support it needs to 
continue holding your AlvaForm in place.

Hexagonal keys in
different sizes

Tools Required

Over a long period of usage the hanger pole may become loose or wear down. If your hanger 
bar cannot be tightened or repaired, please contact us at hk.customerservice@alvanon.com for 
a replacement piece.


